St Cecilia’s Public School
Teachers Day Calebration 2019
‘A good teacher can inspire hope, ignite imagination and instil love for learning’

St Cecilia’s Public School celebrated Teacher’s day on 5th September 2019 with great zeal and enthusiasm. The
students expressed gratitude towards their teachers who mould their life with love, affection, dedication and hard
work. Students of class XII took up the role of teachers as they arrived dressed up smartly as student-teachers and
presented themselves to serve for their teachers for the proceedings of the day. They visited Classes I to XI with
well planned lesson plans and executed the teaching learning process in a commendable manner taking their
teachers by pleasant surprise. The Class XII students performed the role play of teachers which reminded all the
teachers about their early days of career. The day was full of fun filled interactions, laughter and heartfelt
gratifications.
The dispersal of students was followed by a get-together organized by the school management as a token of
appreciation of teachers for their noble contribution. The programme started at 1:30 am in the school basement
hall which was beautifully decorated with inspirational quotes and green plants. The solemn occasion witnessed
the gracious presence of Honourable Chairman Sir Prof Sewa Singh, Worthy Madam Manager Mrs. R Bhumra,
Respected Director Sir Mr. Saroop Singh, Respected Madam Principal Mrs Inderpreet Kaur and Academic
Advisor Mr. G P Sharma.the programme started with the welcoming of the guests with fresh green saplings which
are a symbol of growth and progress.
The teachers presented a mesmerizing divine note to Almighty followed by a group song, poetry recitation.
Teachers also shared their views on the changing role of teachers. Every one remembered Dr. S Radhakrishnan
fondly as an extraordinary teacher who rose to the highest post of becoming the President of India.
Chairman Sir in his address spoke about the need of the changing times and appreciated that Cecilian teachers
have taken up multiple roles of a mother, sister, mentor, guide, facilitator and much more for the constant growth
of their students.
Madam Manager Mrs. R Bhumra addressed all the teachers with her inspiring words. She thanked all the teachers
for their diligence, sincerity and hard work. Madam Principal also wished Happy Teacher’s Day to all staff
members. She also encouraged teachers to take up their role as creators of global citizens with much more
earnestness and infused vigour. Thereafter, the day came to an end with the lunch hosted by the school
management as a token of love and appreciation for the teachers who indulged in a hearty feast.
All the teachers loved the day as they were made to feel so special and loved.

